
 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Hanwha Vision, a global vision solution provider, awarded top Indian industry award for bi-spectrum 
thermal AI cameras. The safety and security sector is once again quite literally all geared up about 
Bi-Spectrum Thermal AI , the newly launched T-series top of the line product having Dual sensor 
camera featuring a VGA thermal and 4K visible video output with pre-installed analytics events based 
on AI engine (NPU) present in both thermal and visible channel that helps to detect traffic jam, 
stopped vehicle ,object to name few of the many breakthrough features this product is power 
packed with. 
 
At the Finest Skills & Talents (FIST) Awards 2023 held at Sofitel, Mumbai-BKC on 24th August 2023, 
this innovative technology from Hanwha Vision was recently named Product of the Year in the Video 
Surveillance category and presented with the renowned FIST Award – India’s number one fire safety 
and security accolade. The panel of jury includes member of the Advisory Council of the Fire and 
Security Association of India (FSAI) and other key members from the Government of India, Key 
enterprises and consulting firms. This award is presented annually, together with the PwC auditing 
and consulting firm. 
 
At Hanwha Vision our focus is not only to lead in Video Surveillance domain but also in the next  
generation Vision Solution. The product of the Year award for our Bi-Spectrum thermal camera is an 
important Milestone and recognition for us globally. The approval and support from Elite Jury 
member across various domains in the areas of Law & Enforcement, Technology Consultant, End 
User &Partners is a testimony of our vision to create a niche product which outperforms in the 
Critical Environmental conditions.”, says Ajay Dubey, Country Manager at Hanwha Vision India  
 
“Hanwha Vision’s Bi-Spectrum Thermal AI and other AI products such as Q AI, X AI or P AI comes out 
bundled with numerous useful AI functions available directly at the edge device. Awards for our 
technology reflect the recognition and appreciation of the markets and are therefore a reliable 
indicator for decision-makers to choose us as their most preferred choice,” says Soumik Ghosh, Head 
of Product & Marketing at Hanwha Vision, India. 
 
“Best Product of the Year –Video Surveillance category for 2023 reassures our confidence on the 
progressive Indian market sentiments for Hanwha Vision.  
Dedication, perseverance and continuous innovation to be the No.1 Brand in India has been the   
core vision of our Senior Leadership team led by our Head Of PM and Marketing & I am          

Hanwha Vision Awarded FIST 2023 for  

Product of the Year in Video Surveillance System 
 

□ FIST Award is presented by the topmost Industry apex body FSAI (Fire and Security 

Association of India) 

□ Every year FIST Awards is given to the Best of the Industry product companies 



 

 

confident that many more such accolades will be on our way in future. Thank you FSAI and respected 
Jury members to have the trust upon us” says Michael Minsang Jo, Director –INDIA & SAARC 
For more information, please visit our website https://www.hanwhavision.com/en-sa/ 
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